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Game Review:  Black Desert Online 
One look and you’ll be hooked 

By C.J. Walsh aka Jahlon 

 

I didn’t want to get involved with Black Desert Online.  I was actually having fun with Archeage 

again, and I knew, I just knew that if I tried a new game I was going to get distracted.   So, I didn’t 

get involved in the Betas, I didn’t buy a pack with early access, and I was content to let the launch 

come and go without taking a looking. 

Then came the enticement.   Several of the members of the Paradox Gaming Network ventured 

over into the game, including Snippet who was selected to be the BDO Guild Leader.   Knowing 

there was going to be a PGN presence in BDO, I figured I’d better go and take a look.  So I did, and 

everything I feared about the game were true: I fell in love with BDO. 

The game, in total, is amazing.    From character creation through to initial game play, the game has 

you hook, line, and sinker.  This game brings back some of the old school MMO where you actually 

have to pay attention to the NPCs.   The mini-games you play against the NPCs actually unlocked 

additional content, so if you don’t play the game you miss out on the little things.  This also means 

you have to go and actually find all the NPCs.    There is something refreshing about having to 

explore every little alleyway  looking around to make sure there isn’t an NPC hidden away.    

Another thing that is a real beauty is the combat system.   It’s new and fresh, very clean, similar to 

other games I’ve played, but unique in its own right.   Each class has its own unique set of combos, 

which if you pay attention to them, can combine to unleash devastation on your enemies.   This isn’t 

just a tab-target and roll your face across the keyboard butchering things as you go, this is a game 

where your left mouse button does something, but W + LMB does something different, and Shift + 

LMB does something different still.       

I’ve now logged about 90 hours in the game, and I’m barely level 16 on each of my four characters, 

and I’ve only just reached the second town.   I can say this, that just learning about the gathering, 

crafting, contribution points, hiring workers, learning about mounts, and catching donkeys, will keep 

you busy for a long time, and not just busy work, you actually lose track of time in the game having 

actual fun. 

If you are looking for a game where you can pick your niche, this is the game for you.   Thurs far, I 

know people who are fishermen, traders, explorers, wagon makers (yes you can have a four horse 

wagon team), & horse breeders.    Everyone is actually having fun in this, and people are doing 

various different things doing it.    

Now, some of the things I’ve heard people don’t like about the game, the biggest being the gender 

locked classes.  Yes, this is a truth, there are gender locked classes.   If gender bending is a big deal 
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for you, then you will not like the limitations, but I will say that there is probably a class for you 

among the ones available.   Other than the gender locked classes, there isn’t anything I can think of 

that would turn people off this game, although I’ve not gotten to end game yet.   I am hearing that 

end game is a gear grind and all PvP, but let’s face it; what MMO isn’t a gear grind at end game? 

One great part of the game is that there are only three servers, but multiple channels per server.   

This means that as the game loses that initial rush of players, they won’t have to do server 

consolidation, they can simply reduce the number of channels.    This is a trend that the MMO 

community needs to follow.   Everybody fears “server transfers” and “server mergers” but this 

method prevents such events from having to occur. 

For those people that enjoy PvP, I’m hearing good things about the PvP system.  I’ve not personally 

gotten high enough level to experience it, but everyone I do talk to says it’s good.  There is talk 

about the classes not being exactly balanced in PvP, but honestly, should they be?     

This game is totally worth the $30 for the game.   Even if you only play this as a side game, you will 

certainly get your money’s worth.   Be careful though, if you pick this up as a side-game you may 

suddenly find yourself playing it as your primary game.   I’m telling you, one look and you’ll be 

hooked. 
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